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ABSTRACT
To present an argument, based on a timeline of fossil dating, that planet Earth has
been subject to a slow drying out of oceans during the past 600 million years. A slow
change of environment has allowed for the evolution of species to adapt from water
oxygen to air oxygen.
CMB is generated from the disappearance of this seawater, which at one time covered
the earth to a depth of a least 3,000m above today’s ocean level. Geological strata
evidence clearly defines these structures e.g. Grand Canyon in U.S.A. to Ayres Rock
in Australia.
Similar dated fossil beds are identified in America, China and Australia.
Hydrogen has energy discharge levels in the microwave bandwidth. So what physical
process would be the result of such an energy cycle?
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INTRODUCTION
CMB is postulated to be a big-bang relic, which states that the Universe was
initially condensed into a golf-ball sized sphere. Based on black-hole hypothesis its
gravitational attraction would be beyond imagination and could not expel matter at
any velocity i.e. an impossible event, therefore relic radiation cannot be attributed to
such impossibility.
In this postulate the electrolysis of seawater provides an abundant hydrogen source for
this ongoing C.M.B. process.
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timeline over the past 600 million years; from soft sea worms onwards, as part
of his excellent analysis and comparison. For the previous 1000 million years
the ‘building blocks’ of life were evolving. The explosion of life and
evolution of species beginning 600 million years ago is now hypothesized to
confirm that a slow drying of an ocean environment compelled species to
adapt. One example is a fossil deposit near Sydney, Australia in which
Armored Fish (water oxygen breathing) are found trapped with Lung fish (air
breathing) species. A species found in S. America and Africa.
Fossil beds are found on mountaintops, consisting of dried mud shales, also
ancient sea creature skeletons are excavated from cliff faces a long way
above today’s sea levels. As in mountain top excavations in N. Africa where
skeletons of gigantic sea creatures of crocodile-like construction which lived
on seafood.
Large salt deposit mines are remnants of these lost seas.
Prof. Kanarev has published a WEB paper on the radiation emitted by cooling
to liquifaction of Hydrogen in which wavelengths of C.M.B. are generated. He
also includes a table of electron energy values and associated photon
temperature values which can approach 4500K.
‘Robitaille’ on the generation of C.M.B. by seawater. In the paper he states
that submarines cannot transmit at microwave frequencies under water,
The history of Earth’s formation, not stated, but assumed, that Sea levels/
volumes are static. Ice age glaciers in the tropics and glacial valleys require a
changed perspective, from land rising and falling and to explain inland fossil
deposits and the ‘Fossil Column’ (fossil bands changing with sediment depth)
as a consequence of more water depth. Further giant sea animal populations
and associated food chain would need a lot more room? [A future Phd. Study
perhaps?] The application of a sudden great water volume providing a rapid
cooling medium for Earth’s thin crust. A thin crust which shrinks and
fractures, creating tectonic plates. Current ‘Physics’ has no hypothesis for the
present seawater supply other than it was produced somehow, from hot gasses,
or maybe a passing meteorite.
The COLORADO Plateau covers a large portion of America showing the
characteristics of a flat sea bed at an elevation of around 3000m above existing
sea level. Thousands of papers have been written on the sedimentary layers
uncovered by the river gorge, where the lowest deposits were laid down in the
Jurassic age 600m.yrs. ago. These sediments line up with the beginning of the
‘Fossil Column’ and after the Snowball Earth.
Refer snowballearth .org:-

“ …the global carbon cycle underwent a major reorganization
consistent with progressive oxidation… and a suggestive link to
the first complex true fossils at about 548M.yrs…”
The science paper, based on many hundreds of studies, notes that continental
drift is about 600 million years old.
Further the site contains maps of continental drift for this period showing how
America’s land mass increased above water.

It is difficult to comprehend how the world’s land mass could expand 3000m
radius simultaneously everywhere, when a loss of sea water is a relatively
simple explanation. The Appalachian Mountains were higher than the
Himalayas but were weathered down by vast water volumes, depositing
sediment to the west and consistent with the fossil column.

HYPOTHESIS
It should be noted that N.A.S.A found water existing all over SPACE, an affinity
for hydrogen and oxygen to combine, yet missing from our neighboring planets.
Tropical thunderstorms may result in trapped hydrogen recombining
with oxygen to form the intense lightning associated (a fuel cell).
It could also be speculated the hydrogen filled, German zeppelin (Hindenburg),
sprung a leak and generated its own hydrogen - to atmospheric oxygen flash,
which caused the fire.
The generation of C.M.B. and the loss of ocean depth are part of a cycle linked to
the construction and destruction of planet Earth. That is the water deposit for
ocean construction and the subsequent loss of ocean water are connected.
The Earths magnetic field requires a flow of electric current (D.C.).
D.C. at low voltage and high currents is the correct environment for electrolysis,
with salt water as the electrolyte. Principally occurring in tropic zones, where
26amps have been measured. In polar regions 58amps have been recorded.
Hydrogen and Oxygen are released; Oxygen dissolves and aerates the water, as
required by ‘life explosion’ quotation above, while hydrogen is ejected into
SPACE, where it cools rapidly below liquifaction temperature and releases
C.M.B. photons. (Kanarev) and (Robitaille)
Thus the origin of the sudden oxygen explosion, evidenced in the development of
the Earth’s early environment (600 million years ago), by oxidizing the early
oceans of raw elements and generating oxygen rich water. The beginning of the
animal evolution;- fossils.

OCEAN CONSTRUCTION
The recent engineering interest in Hydrogen fuel cells and the vast abundance of
SPACE hydrogen raises the possibility of a ‘Cosmic Fuel Cell’ to generate the
necessary water volumes needed to filling the oceans?
It is noticeable that a volcanic ash cloud is a mass of lightning energy and could
signify erupting hydrogen is explosively combining with atmospheric oxygen,
hence the concentrate of lightning, – ‘Another fuel cell?’

CONCLUSION
In geological time scales vast quantities of water deposits are required to wash
away mountain ranges over a long period depositing the sedimentary layers. The
deposition of vast sedimentary beds coincides with the catastrophic effect on live

sea creatures being buried alive as observed in the fossil column.
Only SPACE resources could have the capacity to produce ‘Cosmic’ fuel cells as
required to deposit the water quantities needed for these ocean volumes, deposited
in a short time period, maybe several cm /hour for years. Vast cooling water
volumes now create a brittle Earth crust which fractured to form tectonic plates
and start the continental drift 600 million years ago. Cooling and oxygen
production also enabled life to form simultaneously.
D.C. and Electrolysis can now take effect to source oxygen needs for this new life
and in geological time partially evaporate the oceans for ensuing land air
breathing animals. To lose 3000m needs a loss of about 1mm per 200yrs.
The physics of electrolysis is basic high school laboratory physics.
Fuel cell technology is more than 150yrs old.
Prof. Kanarev’s paper on Electron-hydrogen energy levels and microwave
physics will need some WEB research.
Ocean electrolysis generated hydrogen; forms charge flashes when in contact with
air oxygen causing intense lightning. On a minor scale free hydrogen entering an
aircraft’s relatively oxygen rich atmosphere could ignite within the aircraft and
vaporize fragile cabling destroying instrumentation.
This would be especially dangerous where the hydrogen could concentrate when
trapped below tropical clouds.
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